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the intercultural



who
we
are?

The purpose of Youth Participation

and Intercultural Dialogue

Association (YPIDA) is to unite the

world’s youth across cultures,

religions, languages and backgrounds

Please CLICK HERE for more

information about us. 

https://ypidaorg.wordpress.com/


The Intercultural  e-Debate

"is an online learning

platform where the skills of

persuasion are developed

and participants internalized

a win-win philosophy. 
In this online platform,
activities and debates will be

realized in three actions

which are named 

#Engage, #Connect and

#Empower.

what is 
inter
cultural
e-debate



#engage

In this action, the teams and the topics they will defend are

determined. Team members come together on the online

platforms to determine the team leaders.Teams are obliged to

create theır “instruments of persuasion” to be used during the

debate and to forward them to the moderator one day before

the discussion. These “instruments of pursuasion” may ınclude

materials of work such as presentation, video, pictures, and

graphics



#connect
In this phase, we will begin connecting with one another

online, introducing ourselves and participants, including

debaters, jury members, moderators, and timekeepers. The

online meeting continues with an icebreaker activity,

before we move to the debate. As soon as the moderator

shares the debate rules, the debates will officially start.

After the debates, we will set a date for us to continue on

to our next phase.



#empower

This last action through an online workshop called the art

of persuasion. Jury members will start by sharing their

evaluations and feedback. The feedback is evaluated with

the teams and the online actions required to disseminate

the planned outputs are shared with the participants



debate rules
Each team consists of a

leader and two debaters.
The teams will be split into

two groups, Affirmative (A)
and Opposition (O). The

debates begin with  the 

 team leader (A1) from

team A, and is followed by

the team leader (O1) of

team O.

Each team leader has

seven minutes to

introduce their position on

the questions that were

given in the debate

guidelines.
After team leaders,
debaters of both teams

will have five minutes to

further support their

statements.



Each team leader can

have one additional

minute for closing

statements. Moderator

will then close the debate.
Times are controlled by a

timekeeper. One minute

before the conversation

ends, the timekeeper will

provide a warning.

Remember we are

creating an integrative

and inclusive environment.
We don’t tolerate any

racism, antisemitic, anti-
LBGTIQ*,  populist, and

other discriminating

statements. Such

conversations cause

teams to be disqualified.

debate rules



Improving negotiation and

persuasion skills of the

participants;

Embracing cultural diversity;;

Empowering young people

to drive positive social

change;

Contributing to the

dissemination of applicability

and sustainability of digital

education;

debate goals
Raising awareness about

the impact of the

transformations in the

education sector caused by

the Covid-19 pandemic;

Drawing attention to the

social, economic, and

psychological effects of the

Covid-19 pandemic on

young individuals and

societies.



Ages between 20-30;
Able to communicate in the working

language English;
Having an opinion on at least one of

the following topics: COVID-19,
distance education, migrants-
refugees, culture-communication-
collaboration;
Interested in different learning

activities such as non-formal

education methods, debates, open

discussions, etc.;
Youth workers.
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The Covid-19 pandemic has further

united/separated the nations.

Spending more time at home because

of the Covid-19 restrictions makes

more/less individual conflict in your

social environment such as school

friends, colleagues, parents, etc. 

Do you believe that social media

platforms make it easier for you to

accurately understand other

cultures?

1.

2.

3.
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The performance of the teams will be evaluated
according to the scoring chart below.

te n
g

Criteria 14 3 2

Organization & Clarity:
Main arguments and
responses are outlined in a
clear and orderly way

Completely
clear and

orderly
presentation

Mostly clear
and orderly in

all parts

Clear in some
parts but not

overal

Unclear and
disorganized
throughout

Use of Argument:
Reasons are given to
support the resolution

Few or no real
arguments

given, o

Some decent
arguments, but

some
significant
problems

Many good
arguments
given, with
only minor
problems

Very strong
and persuasive

arguments
given

throughout

Use of cross-
examination and
rebuttal: Identification of
weakness in other team’s
arguments and ability to
defend itself against
attack

Presentation Style: Tone
of voice, clarity of
expression, precision of
arguments all contribute
to keeping audience’s
attention and persuading
them of the team’s case.

Poor cross-exam
or rebuttals,

failure to point
out problems in

other team’s
position or failure

to defend itself
against attack.

Decent cross-
exam and/or
rebuttals, but

with some
significant
problems

Good cross-
exam and

rebuttals, with
only minor

slip-ups

Excellent
cross-exam
and defense
against other

team’s
objections

Very few style
features were
used, none of

them
convincingly

Few style
features

were used
convincingly

Most style
features

were used
convincingly

All style
features

were used
convincingly
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All the participants will  be awarded a

participation certificate
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The top three teams in the ranking will

have the right to participate in the

Mediators project, which we will hold in

Jerusalem in September 2021, within the

scope of the ErasmusPlus Program.



how
to

join
us?

Create a Zoom account, if you don't have it.

Please notice that this platform is
completely free of charge.

Click here  to fill the form 

Build a team of three

Debates will begin in January 2021. 

https://forms.gle/y6e3yE6NeUFnvA2w8
https://forms.gle/y6e3yE6NeUFnvA2w8
https://forms.gle/y6e3yE6NeUFnvA2w8


please
contact us
for all your
questions

office@ypida.org

follow us

+491783857957

https://www.instagram.com/ypidaorg
https://www.facebook.com/ypidaorg
https://www.youtube.com/theypida
https://twitter.com/ypidaorg

